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l. University Grants Commission was established 6. Which commission recommended improvement
on the recommendations of : of vocational efficiency at secondary level ?

(A) Hunter commission, 1882 (A) Radhakrishnan Commission

(B) Wood's Dispatch, 1854 (B) MudaliarCommission

(C) Sargent Report, 1944 (C) Sargent Reporr

(D) Radhakrishnan Commission, 1948 (D) Kothari Commission

2. Indian Education Commission (1964-1966) was 7. Multipurpose or Multilateral school concept is
set up for recommending the guiding principles associated
and working policies for the development of ,,A\ rr,,r^r:^_rt^_
education at ,t"^-'-" 

uvrvrvt''rv'! vr (A) MudaliarCommission

(A) Secondary stage (B) Indian Education comntission

(B) Primary Stage (c) NPE' 1986

(c) primary, Secondary and Higher Stage (D) Radhakrishnan commission

(D) None of the above 8. RMSA was introduced with the specific
objective to improve and enhance access to

3. Who among the following was not the member Secondary Education and to improve its quality
of Bhagwan Sahai Committee Report il1972 ? in :

(A) G. Prarthasarthi (A) April, 2010

(B) J. P. Naik (B) April, 2009

(C) Agha Ashraf Ali (C) March, 2009

(D) S. K. Prakash (D) March, 2010

4. Delinking degree from jobs was the 9. The concept of Intelligence Quotient (IQ) was
recommendation of : proposed by German psychologist named :

(A) National Policy on Education, 1968 (A) William Stern

(B) Kothari Commission,1964-1966 (B) Sternberg

(C) National Policy on Education, 1986 (C) Goleman

(D) universityEducationcommissiorL lg4S-1949 (D) Binet and rerman

5. National Assessment and Accreditation Council 10. The belief that intelligence is a general ability
was established on the recommrendations of : is a result of the work of :

(A) University Education Commission, 1948 (A) J. Sternberg

(B) National Policy on Education, 1986 (B) Howard Gardner

(C) National Policy on Education, 1968 " (C) Alfred Binet

(D) Kothari commission,196466 (D) charles E. Spearman
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16.11. Who is hailed as the father of intelligence-
testing?

(A) Francis Galton

(B) Karl Pearson

(C) Alfred Binet

(D) James M.K. Cattell

"Intelligence is the ability to adjust oneself
successfully to a relatively novel situation".
This is the statement bv :

(A) Karl Pearson

(B) William James

(C) James Cattell

(D) J. Sternberg

"If a response frequently follows a stimulus
the bond between these two will be strengthened;

and if a response does not arise with reference
to a stimulus the bonds between these will
weaken through disuse". This statement depicts

Thomdike's :

(A) Law of Effect

(B) Law of Exercise 19.

(C) Law of Readiness

(D) None of the above

14. Pavlov a Russian Physiologist conducted
experiments on :

(A) Cat

(B) Pigeon

(C) Monkey 20'

(D) Dos

15. Who has said that "learning is an ornament in
prosperity, a refuge in adversity." I

(A) Aristotle

(B) Skinner

(C) E. L. Thorndike
't(D) Plato
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Gestalt is a German word which means :

(A) Shape

(B) Form

(C) Configuration

(D) All of the above

The concept of 'Functional Autonomy' was

developed by :

(A) David Baltimore

(B) William Haseltine

(C) James D. Watson

(D) G. W. Allport

Allport used the term'oUnique Traits" to refer
which type of Traits in behavior ?

(A) Central Traits

(B) Cardinal Traits

(C) Secondary Traits

(D) Surface Traits

Classification of individuals into Extroverts
and Introverts was given by :

(A) Carl Jung

(B) Sigmund Spearman

(C) E. L. Thorndike

(D) W. H. Sheldon

Who said, "Personality is the dynamic
organization within the individual of those
psychophysical systems that determine his unique

adjustment to his environment" ?

(A) Carl Jung

(B) W.H. Sheldon

(C) G. W. Allport

(D) None of the above

t2. 17.

18.
13.
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21. Sociology came to be established as

independent and a separate social science

(A) the beginning of 19th Century

(B) the middle of 19th Century

(C) the end of 19th Century

(D) 18ft century

22. The term 'sociology' is derived from the :

(A) Latin word onlY

(B) Both Latin and Greek word

(C) Greek word onlY

(D) None of the above

Sociology as a formal school views sociology

asa:
(A) General science and not pure science

(B) A pure and an independent science

(C) Synthesis of the social sciences

(D) All of the above

Who regards culture as 'the body of thoughts

and knowledge, both theoretical and practical'

which onlY man can Possess' ?

(A) E.V.de RobertY

(B) Graham Wallas

(C) C.C. North

(D) B. Malinowski

25. What is true about Accommodation ?

(A) Slow and gradual I

(B) May be a conscious or an unconscious

process

(C) MostlY an unconscious Process,I
(D) Two-way Process

An engineer working in a factory may reslgn

from his job and join another factory as an

engineer and may work in more or less the

,*. 
"uputitY, 

is an examPle of :

(A) Horizontal MobilitY

(B) Vertical MobilitY

(C) Upward MobilitY

(D) Downward MobilitY

According to which sociologist the evolutionary

,.qu.n." of social change is followed by three

phases-Animism, Polytheism and Monotheism ?

an 26.

in:

27.

23.

(A) August Comte

(B) Sumner

(C) Tonnies

(D) Taylor

Preliminary and necessary step towards

assimilation is :

(A) Acculturation

(B) Enculturation

(C) Social change

(D) A11 of the above

Who said that, r'Philosophy is that love of

knowledge which makes man wise and to live

wisely is the ideal of human life"'

(A) Plato

(B) Immauel Kant

(C) Russel

(D) Aristotle

30. Who said that "education is the dynamic sid'

of PhilosoPhy" ?

(A) Ross

(B) S. Adams

(C) Socrates

(D) JohnAdams

28.

24.

29.
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31. The meaning of existence as such, is :

(A) Axiology

(B) Ontology

(C) Epistemology

(D) Metaphysical

32. Knowledge which is based on experience and

observation :

(A) A priori Knowledge

(B) A posteriori

(C) Experimental Knowledge

(D) None of the above

33. Idealists believe on :

(A) Repressionistic discipline

(B) Impressionistic discipline

(c) Both (A) & (B)

(D) None of the above

34. Which school of thought believes that, the teacher

should be a Co-worker with God in perfecting
man ?

(A) Pragmatism

(B) Idealism

(C) Existentialism

(D) Marxism

35. Natural development and social efficiency are
the Aims of education according to which
philosophy ?

(A) Idealism

(B) Naturalism

(C) Pragmatism

(D) ExistentialiSm .(
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The school of thought that has the same
confidence in man that it has in Nature, for it
regards man as an integral part of Nature and
perfectly continuous with it :

(A) Idealism

(B) Pragmatism

(C) Realism

(D) None of the above

Rabindra Nath Tagore was born on :

(A) 6ft May,1871

(B) 6ft May, 1851

(C) 5e May, 1841

(D) 7th May, 1861

Who framed the syllabus of Basic Education
scheme launched by M. K. Gandhi in, 1937 ?

(A) Dr. Zakir Hussain

(B) Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad

(C) M.K. Gandhi

(D) K.T. Shah

Gubar-e- Khatir and Hijr-O-Vasal were authored
by:
(A) Alama Iqbal

(B) Rumi

(C) Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad

(D) Aga Shahid Ali
Who stated that , " our duty is to carefully
watch the progress of human thought, and to
maintain an independent critical attitude towards
it" ?

(A) Rabindra Nath Tagore

(B) Allam Iqbal

(C) John Dewey

(D) Aga Shahid Ali

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
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Who are considered as Trainable

retarded?

(A) MildlY mental retarded

(B) SeverelY mental retarded

(C) ModeratelY mental retarded

42' 
[HJ:H;^*'J*"'1't1' P:'::Tances in

Article 15 (a) (e) imPoses :

(A) A fundamental duty on every citizen to

renounce p'*ti""' altogatory to the dignrty

of women

(B) A special provision e1a!1!9 the State to

make uff"*utin" discdminations in favout

of women

mentallY 46'

41.

i; ;;";"undty mental retarded .. --., ^ (c) Ensures equal pav for t::1::,:,

;. who has denned sift*:l-i::;ff JT ir ;;g:r1i,i:f.T#*:::",:i',:1.':
'' 

.fro*t consistent remarkable petl':

anv worthwhitt'd;;i'"iat*or' 
t ;;rk;d maternitv relief

(A) Haviglrurst 4't. 
tr";l*:l;':f:" 

scheme in India is mea

(B) wittv (A) 1s-3s

(C) Telford 19) 3s-45

43.fJ il:Jffill''h'::"^pi:onar 
children (c) 1s-4s

?i,Hf :T,::llltnil:", """ui'ru"'o"' 4 8 . l:' Ji"-j 
t---.*nabring 

Yo':n f, achir

eouality u"a 
"qouiputticifation 

in all sphe

(A) Deinstitutionalization ;;;i"; is the mission of :

(B) Mainstreaming (A) National Commission of Women

(c) Inclusion igi Nu,ionar commission for women

(D) Normalization 1- L^ 
itl **tnalcommissiononwomen

44.Theaimofwhichtype/sofguidanceisto(o)"u..onalWomenCommission
assist the pupils to. obtain-tht t"'""u'y 49' Produclmomentcoefficientof 

correlatiott

knowledge "U"", 
various occupations ? given by :

(A) Personal Guidance (A) Kart Pearson

(B) Educational Guidance 19) Robert Fisher

(C) Vocational Guidance 
(C) Spearman

(D) None of the above

(D) A11 of the above

4s.when was Nationar Aduu Eduqation 
prosramme s0' 

;*lt+ #x,,Yf;ffiT:;J.frf'I, [:"
CNegpllaunched? that? 

-v^drrcF.rincreas
(A) 2* Octobgr,1978 (A) Increase in X causes increase rn

(B) 2* September' 1978 ql :"""*t," " 
causes decrease it

(c) 2"u october, 1987'| (C) Increase in X causes decrease in

(D) 2* September ' !g7g (D) Both (A) and (B)

6
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41. Who are considered as Trainable mentally 46'

retarded?

(A) MildlY mental retarded

(B) SeverelY mental retarded

(C) ModeratelY mental retarded

(D) ProfoundlY mental retarded

42. Who has defined gifted chitd u: "ol-111:

shows consistent remarkable performances m

anY wonhwhile line of endeavor" ?

(A) Havighurst 4'1.

(B) witty

(C) Telford

(D) Prem Pasricha

43. The process of bringing exceptional children

ofwhateverconditionintogeneralclassroom
for their education means : 48'

(A) Deinstitutionalization

(B) Mainstreammg

(C) Inclusion

(D) Normalization

44.Theaimofwhichtype/sofguidanceisto
assist the pupils to obtain the necessary

tiowtrAge aUout various occupations ?

(A) Personal Guidance

(B) Educational Guidance

(C) Vocational Guidance

(D) A11 of the above

45. When was National Adult Edrcation Programme

(NAEP) launched ?

(A) 2* OctobPr'1978

(B) 2* SePtember' 1978

(C) 2"0 October, 1987 'r

(D) 2* SePtember, 1979

Article 15 (a) (e) imPoses :

(A) A fundament{ duty on every 
-citizen 

to

renouirce p'*'i""' derogatory to the digtlty

of women

(B) A special provision enabling the State to
\v'' 

-urit affrrmative discriminations in favour

of women

(C) Ensures equal pay for equal work

(D) DIT.:I 
^q: ":'*". T"H*:'.:11,il:l,t:''enlsurlng JUSI

work and maternitY relief

The adult education scheme in India is meant

for age grouP of:
(A) 1s-3s

(B) 3s-4s

(c) rs-4s

(D) 2s-ss

Tostrivetowardsenablingwomentoachievt
;il.tt,t *U equal participation in all spheret

oi tir., is the mission of :

(A) National Commission of Women

(B) National Commission for Women

(C) National Commission on Women

(D) National Women Commission

Product moment coefficient of correlation wi

given bY :

(A) Karl Pearson

(B) Robert Fisher

(C) SPearman

(D) None of the above

50. Suppose two Variables X and Y are havi
Jv' 

ilili". correlation between them' this met

that ?

(A) Increase in X causes increase in Y

(B) Decrease in X causes decrease in Y

(C) Increase in X causes decrease in Y

(D) Both (A) and (B)

49.

6
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The values in a correlation coefficient closer 56'

to +1.00 or -1.00 indicates :

(A) Weak correlation

(B) Zero conelation

(C) Strong correlation

(D) Very weak correlation

l. To get the accurate measure of the central 57 '

tendency we mostlY use :

(A) Mean

(B) Median

(C) Range

(D) Mode

3. The highest knowledge in Vedic system was

termed as :

(A) Avidya or AParavidYa

(B) Vidya or ParavidYa

(c) Both (A) & (B)

I (D) None of the above

1,4. Upsampada is the ...'Ordination in
Buddhist system.

(A) Fourth and Final

(B) Second and Final

(C) Third and Final

(D) None of the above

"Rules of behavior" as taught by Buddha

through his preaching were collected by his

followers in :

(A) Sakta Pitaka

(B) Abhidhamma Pitaka

(C) Vinay Pitaka

(D) None of the above

In which educational ritual of Vedic education

shishya has to go for begging for his teacher ?

(A) Bhikshacharnaritual

(B) Utasarajana ritual

(C) Celibacy ritual

(D) Medhajanana ritual

In which year Lord Macaulay came to India as

a Law Member of the Council ?

(A) r833

(B) 1834

(c) l83s

(D) 1832

The first Education Commission for India in

1882 was appointed bY ?

(A) Lord Ripon

(B) William Hunter

(C) Lord Bentinck

(D) Lord Dalhousie

The Wardha Education Conference was held in

the year :

(A) re37

(B) re36

(c) 1e3s

(D) None of the above

60. Which of the following is also called as the

Scheme of Post War Educational Development

in India?

, (A) Hartog Committee RePort, 1929

(B) Report ofUniversity Education Commission,

1948-1949

(C) Sargent RePort, 1944

,p (D) Yashpal Committee RePort

58.

59.

55.
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l. University Grants Commission was established 6. Which commission recommended improvement
on the recommendations of : of vocational efficiency at secondary level ?

(A) Hunter commission, 1882 (A) Radhakrishnan Commission

(B) Wood's Dispatch, 1854 (B) MudaliarCommission

(C) Sargent Report, 1944 (C) Sargent Reporr

(D) Radhakrishnan Commission, 1948 (D) Kothari Commission

2. Indian Education Commission (1964-1966) was 7. Multipurpose or Multilateral school concept is
set up for recommending the guiding principles associated
and working policies for the development of ,,A\ rr,,r^r:^_rt^_
education at ,t"^-'-" 

uvrvrvt''rv'! vr (A) MudaliarCommission

(A) Secondary stage (B) Indian Education comntission

(B) Primary Stage (c) NPE' 1986

(c) primary, Secondary and Higher Stage (D) Radhakrishnan commission

(D) None of the above 8. RMSA was introduced with the specific
objective to improve and enhance access to

3. Who among the following was not the member Secondary Education and to improve its quality
of Bhagwan Sahai Committee Report il1972 ? in :

(A) G. Prarthasarthi (A) April, 2010

(B) J. P. Naik (B) April, 2009

(C) Agha Ashraf Ali (C) March, 2009

(D) S. K. Prakash (D) March, 2010

4. Delinking degree from jobs was the 9. The concept of Intelligence Quotient (IQ) was
recommendation of : proposed by German psychologist named :

(A) National Policy on Education, 1968 (A) William Stern

(B) Kothari Commission,1964-1966 (B) Sternberg

(C) National Policy on Education, 1986 (C) Goleman

(D) universityEducationcommissiorL lg4S-1949 (D) Binet and rerman

5. National Assessment and Accreditation Council 10. The belief that intelligence is a general ability
was established on the recommrendations of : is a result of the work of :

(A) University Education Commission, 1948 (A) J. Sternberg

(B) National Policy on Education, 1986 (B) Howard Gardner

(C) National Policy on Education, 1968 " (C) Alfred Binet

(D) Kothari commission,196466 (D) charles E. Spearman
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16.11. Who is hailed as the father of intelligence-
testing?

(A) Francis Galton

(B) Karl Pearson

(C) Alfred Binet

(D) James M.K. Cattell

"Intelligence is the ability to adjust oneself
successfully to a relatively novel situation".
This is the statement bv :

(A) Karl Pearson

(B) William James

(C) James Cattell

(D) J. Sternberg

"If a response frequently follows a stimulus
the bond between these two will be strengthened;

and if a response does not arise with reference
to a stimulus the bonds between these will
weaken through disuse". This statement depicts

Thomdike's :

(A) Law of Effect

(B) Law of Exercise 19.

(C) Law of Readiness

(D) None of the above

14. Pavlov a Russian Physiologist conducted
experiments on :

(A) Cat

(B) Pigeon

(C) Monkey 20'

(D) Dos

15. Who has said that "learning is an ornament in
prosperity, a refuge in adversity." I

(A) Aristotle

(B) Skinner

(C) E. L. Thorndike
't(D) Plato

sv-14759-D 3
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Gestalt is a German word which means :

(A) Shape

(B) Form

(C) Configuration

(D) All of the above

The concept of 'Functional Autonomy' was

developed by :

(A) David Baltimore

(B) William Haseltine

(C) James D. Watson

(D) G. W. Allport

Allport used the term'oUnique Traits" to refer
which type of Traits in behavior ?

(A) Central Traits

(B) Cardinal Traits

(C) Secondary Traits

(D) Surface Traits

Classification of individuals into Extroverts
and Introverts was given by :

(A) Carl Jung

(B) Sigmund Spearman

(C) E. L. Thorndike

(D) W. H. Sheldon

Who said, "Personality is the dynamic
organization within the individual of those
psychophysical systems that determine his unique

adjustment to his environment" ?

(A) Carl Jung

(B) W.H. Sheldon

(C) G. W. Allport

(D) None of the above

t2. 17.

18.
13.

[Tlrrn over



21. Sociology came to be established as

independent and a separate social science

(A) the beginning of 19th Century

(B) the middle of 19th Century

(C) the end of 19th Century

(D) 18ft century

22. The term 'sociology' is derived from the :

(A) Latin word onlY

(B) Both Latin and Greek word

(C) Greek word onlY

(D) None of the above

Sociology as a formal school views sociology

asa:
(A) General science and not pure science

(B) A pure and an independent science

(C) Synthesis of the social sciences

(D) All of the above

Who regards culture as 'the body of thoughts

and knowledge, both theoretical and practical'

which onlY man can Possess' ?

(A) E.V.de RobertY

(B) Graham Wallas

(C) C.C. North

(D) B. Malinowski

25. What is true about Accommodation ?

(A) Slow and gradual I

(B) May be a conscious or an unconscious

process

(C) MostlY an unconscious Process,I
(D) Two-way Process

An engineer working in a factory may reslgn

from his job and join another factory as an

engineer and may work in more or less the

,*. 
"uputitY, 

is an examPle of :

(A) Horizontal MobilitY

(B) Vertical MobilitY

(C) Upward MobilitY

(D) Downward MobilitY

According to which sociologist the evolutionary

,.qu.n." of social change is followed by three

phases-Animism, Polytheism and Monotheism ?

an 26.

in:

27.

23.

(A) August Comte

(B) Sumner

(C) Tonnies

(D) Taylor

Preliminary and necessary step towards

assimilation is :

(A) Acculturation

(B) Enculturation

(C) Social change

(D) A11 of the above

Who said that, r'Philosophy is that love of

knowledge which makes man wise and to live

wisely is the ideal of human life"'

(A) Plato

(B) Immauel Kant

(C) Russel

(D) Aristotle

30. Who said that "education is the dynamic sid'

of PhilosoPhy" ?

(A) Ross

(B) S. Adams

(C) Socrates

(D) JohnAdams

28.

24.

29.
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31. The meaning of existence as such, is :

(A) Axiology

(B) Ontology

(C) Epistemology

(D) Metaphysical

32. Knowledge which is based on experience and

observation :

(A) A priori Knowledge

(B) A posteriori

(C) Experimental Knowledge

(D) None of the above

33. Idealists believe on :

(A) Repressionistic discipline

(B) Impressionistic discipline

(c) Both (A) & (B)

(D) None of the above

34. Which school of thought believes that, the teacher

should be a Co-worker with God in perfecting
man ?

(A) Pragmatism

(B) Idealism

(C) Existentialism

(D) Marxism

35. Natural development and social efficiency are
the Aims of education according to which
philosophy ?

(A) Idealism

(B) Naturalism

(C) Pragmatism

(D) ExistentialiSm .(

sv-147s9-D

The school of thought that has the same
confidence in man that it has in Nature, for it
regards man as an integral part of Nature and
perfectly continuous with it :

(A) Idealism

(B) Pragmatism

(C) Realism

(D) None of the above

Rabindra Nath Tagore was born on :

(A) 6ft May,1871

(B) 6ft May, 1851

(C) 5e May, 1841

(D) 7th May, 1861

Who framed the syllabus of Basic Education
scheme launched by M. K. Gandhi in, 1937 ?

(A) Dr. Zakir Hussain

(B) Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad

(C) M.K. Gandhi

(D) K.T. Shah

Gubar-e- Khatir and Hijr-O-Vasal were authored
by:
(A) Alama Iqbal

(B) Rumi

(C) Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad

(D) Aga Shahid Ali
Who stated that , " our duty is to carefully
watch the progress of human thought, and to
maintain an independent critical attitude towards
it" ?

(A) Rabindra Nath Tagore

(B) Allam Iqbal

(C) John Dewey

(D) Aga Shahid Ali

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
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Who are considered as Trainable

retarded?

(A) MildlY mental retarded

(B) SeverelY mental retarded

(C) ModeratelY mental retarded

42' 
[HJ:H;^*'J*"'1't1' P:'::Tances in

Article 15 (a) (e) imPoses :

(A) A fundamental duty on every citizen to

renounce p'*ti""' altogatory to the dignrty

of women

(B) A special provision e1a!1!9 the State to

make uff"*utin" discdminations in favout

of women

mentallY 46'

41.

i; ;;";"undty mental retarded .. --., ^ (c) Ensures equal pav for t::1::,:,

;. who has denned sift*:l-i::;ff JT ir ;;g:r1i,i:f.T#*:::",:i',:1.':
'' 

.fro*t consistent remarkable petl':

anv worthwhitt'd;;i'"iat*or' 
t ;;rk;d maternitv relief

(A) Haviglrurst 4't. 
tr";l*:l;':f:" 

scheme in India is mea

(B) wittv (A) 1s-3s

(C) Telford 19) 3s-45

43.fJ il:Jffill''h'::"^pi:onar 
children (c) 1s-4s

?i,Hf :T,::llltnil:", """ui'ru"'o"' 4 8 . l:' Ji"-j 
t---.*nabring 

Yo':n f, achir

eouality u"a 
"qouiputticifation 

in all sphe

(A) Deinstitutionalization ;;;i"; is the mission of :

(B) Mainstreaming (A) National Commission of Women

(c) Inclusion igi Nu,ionar commission for women

(D) Normalization 1- L^ 
itl **tnalcommissiononwomen

44.Theaimofwhichtype/sofguidanceisto(o)"u..onalWomenCommission
assist the pupils to. obtain-tht t"'""u'y 49' Produclmomentcoefficientof 

correlatiott

knowledge "U"", 
various occupations ? given by :

(A) Personal Guidance (A) Kart Pearson

(B) Educational Guidance 19) Robert Fisher

(C) Vocational Guidance 
(C) Spearman

(D) None of the above

(D) A11 of the above

4s.when was Nationar Aduu Eduqation 
prosramme s0' 

;*lt+ #x,,Yf;ffiT:;J.frf'I, [:"
CNegpllaunched? that? 

-v^drrcF.rincreas
(A) 2* Octobgr,1978 (A) Increase in X causes increase rn

(B) 2* September' 1978 ql :"""*t," " 
causes decrease it

(c) 2"u october, 1987'| (C) Increase in X causes decrease in

(D) 2* September ' !g7g (D) Both (A) and (B)

6
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41. Who are considered as Trainable mentally 46'

retarded?

(A) MildlY mental retarded

(B) SeverelY mental retarded

(C) ModeratelY mental retarded

(D) ProfoundlY mental retarded

42. Who has defined gifted chitd u: "ol-111:

shows consistent remarkable performances m

anY wonhwhile line of endeavor" ?

(A) Havighurst 4'1.

(B) witty

(C) Telford

(D) Prem Pasricha

43. The process of bringing exceptional children

ofwhateverconditionintogeneralclassroom
for their education means : 48'

(A) Deinstitutionalization

(B) Mainstreammg

(C) Inclusion

(D) Normalization

44.Theaimofwhichtype/sofguidanceisto
assist the pupils to obtain the necessary

tiowtrAge aUout various occupations ?

(A) Personal Guidance

(B) Educational Guidance

(C) Vocational Guidance

(D) A11 of the above

45. When was National Adult Edrcation Programme

(NAEP) launched ?

(A) 2* OctobPr'1978

(B) 2* SePtember' 1978

(C) 2"0 October, 1987 'r

(D) 2* SePtember, 1979

Article 15 (a) (e) imPoses :

(A) A fundament{ duty on every 
-citizen 

to

renouirce p'*'i""' derogatory to the digtlty

of women

(B) A special provision enabling the State to
\v'' 

-urit affrrmative discriminations in favour

of women

(C) Ensures equal pay for equal work

(D) DIT.:I 
^q: ":'*". T"H*:'.:11,il:l,t:''enlsurlng JUSI

work and maternitY relief

The adult education scheme in India is meant

for age grouP of:
(A) 1s-3s

(B) 3s-4s

(c) rs-4s

(D) 2s-ss

Tostrivetowardsenablingwomentoachievt
;il.tt,t *U equal participation in all spheret

oi tir., is the mission of :

(A) National Commission of Women

(B) National Commission for Women

(C) National Commission on Women

(D) National Women Commission

Product moment coefficient of correlation wi

given bY :

(A) Karl Pearson

(B) Robert Fisher

(C) SPearman

(D) None of the above

50. Suppose two Variables X and Y are havi
Jv' 

ilili". correlation between them' this met

that ?

(A) Increase in X causes increase in Y

(B) Decrease in X causes decrease in Y

(C) Increase in X causes decrease in Y

(D) Both (A) and (B)

49.
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The values in a correlation coefficient closer 56'

to +1.00 or -1.00 indicates :

(A) Weak correlation

(B) Zero conelation

(C) Strong correlation

(D) Very weak correlation

l. To get the accurate measure of the central 57 '

tendency we mostlY use :

(A) Mean

(B) Median

(C) Range

(D) Mode

3. The highest knowledge in Vedic system was

termed as :

(A) Avidya or AParavidYa

(B) Vidya or ParavidYa

(c) Both (A) & (B)

I (D) None of the above

1,4. Upsampada is the ...'Ordination in
Buddhist system.

(A) Fourth and Final

(B) Second and Final

(C) Third and Final

(D) None of the above

"Rules of behavior" as taught by Buddha

through his preaching were collected by his

followers in :

(A) Sakta Pitaka

(B) Abhidhamma Pitaka

(C) Vinay Pitaka

(D) None of the above

In which educational ritual of Vedic education

shishya has to go for begging for his teacher ?

(A) Bhikshacharnaritual

(B) Utasarajana ritual

(C) Celibacy ritual

(D) Medhajanana ritual

In which year Lord Macaulay came to India as

a Law Member of the Council ?

(A) r833

(B) 1834

(c) l83s

(D) 1832

The first Education Commission for India in

1882 was appointed bY ?

(A) Lord Ripon

(B) William Hunter

(C) Lord Bentinck

(D) Lord Dalhousie

The Wardha Education Conference was held in

the year :

(A) re37

(B) re36

(c) 1e3s

(D) None of the above

60. Which of the following is also called as the

Scheme of Post War Educational Development

in India?

, (A) Hartog Committee RePort, 1929

(B) Report ofUniversity Education Commission,

1948-1949

(C) Sargent RePort, 1944

,p (D) Yashpal Committee RePort

58.

59.

55.
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